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Abstract
The sedimentation process of columnar ice crystals was evaluated using data
obtained by the lattice Boltzmann method. The data used correspond to colum-
nar ice crystals with maximum dimension less than 100 μm and aspect ratios
between 1 and 3. The terminal velocity was computed for different ice-crystal
bulk densities and for three falling orientations. The analysis corresponds to
ice crystals falling in viscous flow regimes, where theoretical formulations over-
estimate the terminal velocity. Different characteristic lengths of columnar ice
crystals and different theoretical proposals for the sedimentation process were
tested in order to find the best representation of the data. Characteristic lengths
reported in the literature do not represent the sedimentation process for all the
falling orientations used in this study. Thus, it was not possible to obtain a unique
relation between the Best and Reynolds numbers. In particular, columnar ice
crystals falling with their longer dimension parallel to the vertical direction show
a large dispersion that it does not seem possible to reduce. The theoretical and
semi-empirical formulations of the terminal velocity evaluated show large devi-
ations in the computed velocity, with a strong dependence on ice-crystal aspect
ratio. The dispersion observed seems to be intrinsically related to the dimen-
sionless variables used to parametrize the terminal velocity. To derive a unique
scale law that could represent the sedimentation process of ice crystals, geomet-
ric, kinematic, and dynamic similarities are required. However, these conditions
are not fulfilled in the sedimentation process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given the relevant role of the sedimentation process of
solid precipitation particles in the temporal evolution of

Equally contributing authors.

clouds and in different microphysical processes occur-
ring within them (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), numerous
investigations of this process have been reported in the lit-
erature (Böhm, 1989, 1992; Mitchell, 1996; Heymsfield and
Westbrook, 2010; among others). These different studies
concluded that the mass and cross-sectional area that the
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particle presents to the flow are the primary variables that
determine the terminal velocity of ice particles.

Usually, a functional dependence of the drag coeffi-
cient (CD) on the Reynolds number (Re) has been proposed
to parametrize the sedimentation process (Jayaweera and
Cottis, 1969; Kajikawa, 1971; List and Schemenauer, 1971;
Mitchell, 1996; Khvorostyanov and Curry, 2002; 2005;
Mitchell and Heymsfield, 2005; Heymsfield and West-
brook, 2010, among others).

Re is a dimensionless quantity defined as the ratio
between inertial forces and viscous forces within a fluid.
Therefore, the value of Re determines the behavior and
characteristics of the flow patterns. In order to compute
Re, it is necessary to define a characteristic length D for the
falling particle of interest. This characteristic length rep-
resents the typical dimension of the particle in the fluid
medium.

Ice particles are nonspherical particles and therefore
defining their characteristic length has been challenging.
Bailey and Hallett (2004) showed that the shape of crys-
tals is related to temperature, oversaturation, and the ini-
tial nucleation process. These researchers reported that
the low supersaturation habit is characterized by poly-
crystals and is essentially independent of temperature in
the temperature range between −20 and −70◦C. In addi-
tion, measurements of ice crystals collected in natural
clouds (Korolev et al., 1999; 2000; Um et al., 2015; Law-
son et al., 2019) reported a dominance of irregular par-
ticles. However, given the hexagonal lattice structure of
water molecules in ice, a hexagonal prism is the funda-
mental shape of nucleated ice crystals before other growth
processes, such as sublimation, aggregation, and riming,
occur.

Several proposals have been made to define the value
of D for ice crystals. For instance, Mitchell (1996) proposed
the maximum dimension of the ice crystal as its charac-
teristic dimension, Böhm (1992) proposed the diameter of
the smallest circle or ellipse that completely contains the
cross-sectional area that the particle presents to the flow,
and Westbrook (2008) proposed the ice crystal capacitance
as its characteristic length.

Using the different proposals for D, various functional
expressions have been obtained for CD as a function of
Re. Therefore, knowing the ice particle properties (size
and mass) and fluid properties, the terminal velocity of ice
particles can be computed.

In general, these formulations take into account the
falling orientations of hexagonal ice crystals through the
transverse area presented by the ice crystal to the fluid.
Using this approach, Böhm (1992) indicated an error of
less than 10% in the terminal velocity and drag coeffi-
cient of solid hydrometeors. However, the calculated veloc-
ities using the different formulations could show larger

errors. For instance, Mitchell (1996) reported an accu-
racy of within 20% in the calculated velocity using his
parametrization, while Westbrook (2008) reported that the
proposals of Mitchell (1996), Khvorostyanov and Curry
(2002), Khvorostyanov and Curry (2005), and Mitchell and
Heymsfield (2005) overestimate the experimental data by
around 50% for columnar ice crystals with an aspect ratio
of 1.5. Westbrook (2008), using the theoretical treatment
proposed by Hubbard and Douglas (1993), reported an
agreement between the experimental observation and the
computed velocity of within ∼ 20%.

These discrepancies between experimental data and
the theoretical approach could lead to an overestimation
of the sedimentation rate for ice crystals with maximum
dimensions less than 100 μm (Westbrook, 2008). These
small ice crystals play a key role in cirrus clouds, which
in turn make an important contribution to the radiation
budget of the Earth. The net effect of cirrus clouds on
the radiation budget depends on the size and shape of the
ice particles forming the clouds. For instance, ice parti-
cle shapes and sizes determine the ice water content and
terminal velocity of ice particles and also the scattering
properties of this type of cloud (Baran, 2009). Climate
models are sensitive to the parametrizations that repre-
sent the ice process occurring in clouds (Manning and
Davis, 1997; Jakob, 2002; Hong et al., 2004; Deng and Mace,
2008; Mitchell et al., 2008; Sanderson et al., 2008). Jakob
(2002) found that large changes in cirrus ice water path
and long-wave cloud forcing are directly related to changes
in the ice fall speed. Sanderson et al. (2008) showed that the
ice fall speed is the second most influential parameter in
climate models. Finally, the terminal velocity controls the
cloud coverage and lifetime, both of which affect the total
radiative impact of cirrus clouds (Spichtinger and Gierens,
2009).

Although there are some controversies about the high
concentration of ice particles with sizes less than 60 μm
in ice clouds measured in situ (Heymsfield, 2007; McFar-
quhar et al., 2007; Westbrook and Illingworth, 2009), the
use of probes with Korolev tips (Korolev, 2011)1 and the
use of algorithms to correct the data collected (see for
instance Lawson, 2011) reduce the impact of shattered
artifacts on the in situ measured data. Baker and Law-
son (2006) reported a particle size distribution weighted
by number between∼ 102 and 104L−1 μm−1 for ice-particle
lengths less than 100 μm and an aspect ratio between
1 and 4 for pristine columns in wave cloud. Um et al.
(2015) reported a large number of columnar ice crystals
with maximum dimension less than 100 μm and aspect

1United States Patent No. 7 861 584, Issued: 4 January 2011, Owner: Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as Represented by The Minister
of Environment.
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ratio between 1 and 3 for temperatures below −40◦C.
Jackson et al. (2015) applied an approach to identify mul-
tiple modes in the size distribution of data from cirrus
cloud and found that small ice crystals with maximum
dimension less than 60 μm make a substantial contri-
bution to the total ice concentration of convective cir-
rus. Luebke et al. (2016) analyzed the dataset from the
ML-CIRRUS campaign (Voigt et al., 2017) and showed that
the median size of ice crystals contributing the most mass
is less than 200 μm for in-situ origin cirrus (Kraemer et al.,
2016).

Given the sensitivity of the climate models to the
schemes of the ice processes used, the errors in the calcu-
lated velocities for small ice crystals could lead to errors
in the optical properties and lifetime cycle of cirrus cloud
forecast by the models. Generally, the errors in the cal-
culated velocities are attributed to the large dispersion of
the experimental data used to compute CD and Re. The
datasets used are from tank measurements of the drag
in ice crystal models and measurements of real ice par-
ticles falling in air. Generally, the tank measurements
show small experimental errors but are limited in range of
ice-crystal shape. On the other hand, data measured from
real ice particles present a larger dispersion and also all
governing variables, such as ice-crystal mass or falling ori-
entations, are not always measured. Therefore, a complete
dataset of the governing variables is needed to develop a
more precise parametrization of the sedimentation pro-
cess.

Giovacchini (2017) presented a numerical tool to study
the sedimentation process using the lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM). This method facilitates the computation
of the terminal velocity of ice crystals once their size,
aspect ratio, mass, and falling orientation, as well as the
fluid properties, are known. The results reported by Gio-
vacchini (2017) have shown good agreement with experi-
mental data (Jayaweera and Ryan, 1972; Kajikawa, 1973;
Bürgesser et al., 2016) and theoretical results (Westbrook,
2008), which demonstrates that LBM is a powerful tool
to study the sedimentation process of ice crystals. The
data provided by LBM have the advantage that all govern-
ing variables are well defined and available to study this
process.

The goal of this work is to determine which charac-
teristic dimension allows an adequate parametrization of
the terminal velocity of ice crystals. For this purpose, the
present study uses the data obtained by LBM to evaluate
the sedimentation process of columnar ice crystals with
different falling orientations and bulk densities. Although
the majority of ice crystals in natural cloud present irreg-
ular shapes (Korolev et al., 1999; 2000; Um et al., 2015;
Lawson et al., 2019), the study of columnar ice crystal is
fundamental, given that a hexagonal column is one of the

basic habits from which other ice-crystal shapes develop.
In addition, several studies have proposed different char-
acteristic lengths and parametrizations to represent the
sedimentation process of columnar ice crystals based on
the results of tank experiments and on observations in nat-
ural clouds. Therefore, the present analysis allows us to
evaluate the influence of the characteristic lengths, which
could represent the dimension of falling ice particles, and
to compare the results obtained with the formulations
reported in the literature.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

When particles falling in air reach the terminal velocity
(vt), the drag force (FD) equals the weight of the particle
(the buoyancy force is neglected),

FD = 1
2
𝜌airv2

t ACD = mg, (1)

where 𝜌air is the air density, A the cross-sectional area that
the particle presents to the flow, m the mass of the particle,
and g the acceleration due to gravity.

Therefore, the drag coefficient can be computed from
Equation 1 as

CD =
2mg

𝜌airv2
t A

. (2)

Generally, CD is a function of the Reynolds number,
which is defined as

Re = 𝜌airDvt

𝜂
, (3)

where 𝜂 is the dynamic viscosity of the air.
Given that CD and Re depend on the terminal velocity,

it is useful to compute the terminal velocity using the Best
number, Be (Best, 1950),

Be = CDRe2 =
2mg𝜌airD2

𝜂2A
. (4)

As can be observed from Equation 4, the Best number
only depends on the properties of ice particles (m, A, and
D) and the properties of the air (𝜌air and 𝜂). Therefore, via a
relationship between Be and Re, the terminal velocity of ice
crystals can be computed if these parameters are known.

The use of dimensionless numbers to study the sedi-
mentation process reduces the number of combined vari-
ables that rule the problem and allows us to derive a scale
law that represents the process (in this case a relation-
ship between Be and Re). However, in order to use this
property, geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarities
are required.
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F I G U R E 1 Rigid-body
scheme used to represent a
hexagonal columnar ice crystal in
the LBM simulation, showing the
different orientations (vertical, 45◦,
and horizontal) and body
dimensions

3 DATA

The numerical data used in the present study correspond
to those reported by Giovacchini (2017) in his appendix B
and some additional data obtained from new LBM simula-
tion, presented in Table A1 in our Appendix. The terminal
velocities of columnar ice crystals were used, with length
(L) between 20 and 90 μm and aspect ratio (defined as the
ratio between the length and the basal size of the colum-
nar ice crystals, ar = L∕(2a), see Figure 1) between 1 and 3.
The different values of aspect ratio used in the simulations
were selected to be representative of the natural variabil-
ity reported for columnar ice crystals (Baker and Lawson,
2006; Um et al., 2015), while the size range used repre-
sents the size of the ice crystals observed in cirrus clouds
(Heymsfield, 1986; Jackson et al., 2015; Um et al., 2015;
Luebke et al., 2016).

The simulations were made for different ice crystal
densities (𝜌ice) and three different orientations of the larger
dimension of the ice crystal with respect to the falling
direction (vertical, horizontal, and 45◦ angle), as shown
in Figure 1. Ice crystal densities were selected to represent
the density reported by Ryan et al. (1976). The ice crystal
orientations are based on the conclusion of Böhm (1991)
and the experimental results presented by Bürgesser et al.
(2016), who reported that, under low Re (Re < 1), colum-
nar ice crystals show a random orientation during free fall.
Furthermore, remote-sensing observations of ice crystal
orientation had shown a 50% chance of horizontally ori-
ented ice crystals at any height in the cloud (Thomas et al.,
1990). Noel and Chepfer, 2004 (2004; 2010) reported that
horizontally oriented ice crystals are almost nonexistent
in optically thin ice clouds colder than −30 ◦C, while hor-
izontally oriented ice crystals represent less than 50% of
the ice crystals present in warmer ice clouds. Given that
the majority of ice particles present an irregular shape
(Korolev et al., 1999; 2000), the remote sensing indicates
that most of the natural ice particles, irregular and pris-
tine, are not oriented. However, direct measurement of

ice crystals imaged by a Cloud Particle Imager reported
that only ∼ 30% of columns measured during the observa-
tions were horizontally oriented (Um et al., 2015). Finally,
Sassen (1980) argued that the presence of small-scale
turbulent air motions in the atmosphere can aid in the
reorientation of ice crystals with Re < 1 into random
orientation.

Therefore, the horizontal and vertical orientations rep-
resent extreme cases for the falling orientations of ice
crystals, while the 45◦ angle was selected as an intermedi-
ate orientation to check the validity of the results. Given
that ice crystals falling with horizontal and vertical orien-
tation present the largest difference in cross-sectional area,
these extreme orientations should present the largest dif-
ference in terminal velocities and the largest discrepancy
with theoretical results.

As was reported by Giovacchini (2017), the fluid prop-
erties used in the simulation correspond to a temperature
of −8 ◦C and an atmospheric pressure of 1.01325 × 105 Pa.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Characteristic length

Figure 2 shows the Best number as a function of Reynolds
number for columnar ice crystals falling with the three
different orientations (black squares, open circles, and
open triangles represent ice crystals with vertical, hor-
izontal, and 45◦ orientations, respectively). Be and Re
were computed using Equations 3 and 4, respectively. The
cross-sectional area A used in the calculations was the
actual area that the ice crystals present to the flow. Table 1
shows the different characteristic lengths, defined by dif-
ferent authors, used in the present work to calculate the Re
and Be numbers shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the computed val-
ues of Re are less than 1 and therefore correspond
to a viscous flow regime. In this regime, Westbrook
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F I G U R E 2 Be versus Re, using as characteristic length (a) DM , (b) DB, (c) DW , (d) Dsph, and (e) Dm. Black squares, open circles, and
open triangles represent ice crystals with vertical, horizontal, and 45◦ orientations, respectively. The broken line in panel (a) represents the
Mitchell (1996) Be − Re proposal and the broken line in panel (b) represents the power law obtained by fitting the data

(2008) pointed out that the different theoretical formula-
tions reported in the literature overestimate the terminal
velocity.

The data show a behavior consistent with a power-law
relationship between Be and Re. However, the data are not
well represented when different characteristic lengths are

used. Ice crystals with vertical orientation (black squares)
show a large dispersion, while ice crystals with horizon-
tal and 45◦ orientations seem to be better parametrized,
with a unique Be − Re relationship. Nevertheless, Figure 2
suggests that ice crystals with different orientations can-
not be represented with a single Be − Re parametrization
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T A B L E 1 Characteristic lengths used in the study

Characteristic length Reference

Maximum dimension of ice crystals: DM Mitchell (1996)

Diameter of the smallest circle or ellipse which completely contains A: DB Böhm (1992)

Ice crystal capacitance: DW Westbrook (2008)

Equivalent spherical diameter: Dsph Haider and Levenspiel (1989)

Melted diameter: Dm

F I G U R E 3 Be versus Re for three different ice crystals. Each
individual ice crystal is represented by the same symbol: circle
(𝜌ice = 800 kg m−3, L = 45 μm, and ar = 1.5), square
(𝜌ice = 800 kg m−3, L = 50 μm, and ar = 2.0) and triangle
(𝜌ice = 800 kg m−3, L = 52 μm, and ar = 2.5). Open and black
symbols represent horizontal and vertical orientation, respectively.
The characteristic lengths used to compute the values of Re and Be
are indicated by the script next to each symbol

using any of the characteristic lengths reported in Table 1.
This result is in agreement with the fact that the required
geometric similarity is not fulfilled and therefore it is not
possible to find a unique scale law that represents the
sedimentation process (Weinheimer, 1987).

The discrepancy between the different orientations can
be observed more clearly in Figure 3, which shows the
impact of the different characteristic lengths considered on
the values of Be and Re. As can be observed in Figure 3,
those ice crystals falling vertically (open symbols) present
a larger dispersion than the ice crystals falling horizontally
(black symbols), regardless of the characteristic length
used in the Best and Reynolds number determinations.
Also, it can be noticed that the dispersion depends not only
on the orientation but also on the aspect ratio of the ice
crystals.

The lowest data dispersion can be observed when DB
is used as the characteristic length (Figure 2b). A power
law between Be and Re was fitted using all the data

F I G U R E 4 Deviation, Q, of the computed terminal velocity
as a function of the aspect ratio ar using DB as characteristic length.
Black squares, open circles, and open triangles represent ice crystals
with vertical, horizontal, and 45◦ orientation, respectively

available (three orientations, represented by the dashed
line in Figure 2b). The Be − Re relationship found has the
functional form Be = 10𝛼Re𝛽 , where 𝛼 = (1.49 ± 0.02) and
𝛽 = (0.96 ± 0.02) with R2 = 0.97313. As can be observed,
the power law shows good agreement with the data and
shows a similar functional dependence on Re as the Stokes
solution for a sphere in a viscous flow regime.

From the relationship between Be and Re, it is possi-
ble to compute the terminal velocity (vc) of the ice crystals
knowing the ice-crystal mass, its cross-sectional area, and
the fluid properties. In order to evaluate the goodness
of the Be − Re relationship obtained, the deviation of the
computed terminal velocity is defined as

Q = (vc − vt)
vt

, (5)

where vt is the terminal velocity obtained by LBM.
Figure 4 shows the value of Q, calculated using

Equation 5, as a function of the ice-crystal aspect ratio ar
for the computed velocity using DB as characteristic length.
As can be observed, there is a strong dependence of Q on
ar, particularly for those ice crystals that are falling with
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F I G U R E 5 Terminal velocity as a function of the aspect ratio
ar for columnar ice crystals with vertical orientation. Black and
open squares represent columnar ice crystals with 2a = (50∕3) μm
and m = 1.21 × 10−11 kg and 2a = 25 μm and m = 2.88 × 10−12 kg,
respectively

vertical orientation. For ice crystals falling with horizontal
orientation, Q is negative, which indicates that the com-
puted velocity is underestimated. The deviation is nearly
constant and around −15% for this orientation. For ice
crystals falling with 45◦ orientations, Q is positive (which
indicates that the computed velocity overestimates the ter-
minal velocity) for ar less than 2 and negative for higher
ar, with an error of 20%. For ice crystals falling with verti-
cal orientations, Q is positive for ar > 1 and shows a strong
dependence on ar, reaching an error of 40% for ar ∼ 3.
These results suggest that the aspect ratio should be taken
into account in order to have an accurate formulation of
the terminal velocity.

In order to check these results, subsidiary experiments
were performed where the terminal velocity was com-
puted for columnar ice crystals with the same mass and
cross-sectional area but with different ar (which implies
different ice-crystal lengths). These new experiments were
performed for ice crystals falling with vertical orientations
and for two different sizes of the basal face and two differ-
ent ice-crystal masses. Figure 5 shows the terminal velocity
as a function of the aspect ratio for these subsidiary data.
As can be observed, the terminal velocity decreases as ar
increases. Given that the cross-sectional area and the mass
are the same for each dataset, this result suggests that the
area parallel to the flow could be relevant to ice-crystal
motion.

According to the previous analysis, the best charac-
teristic length that represents the sedimentation process
is DB. However, given that each group of subsidiary data
presents the same projected area to the flow, DB will be
the same for each group of data. Then, different values of

Re (due to different velocities) will correspond to the same
value of Be number. Therefore, this result suggests that
DB cannot be the characteristic length that describes the
sedimentation process.

The impossibility of defining a characteristic length of
columnar ice crystals is consistent with the fact that the
law of similarity, established by fluid mechanics, is not
applicable. The same value of Re establishes the same pat-
tern of fluid flow as long as the same geometry of the body
is maintained. Given that the subsidiary data had different
lengths (but the same mass and cross-sectional area), the
fluid pattern is different, resulting in different Re values.

4.2 Be − Re relationships

Different relationships between Be and Re were proposed
in the literature. The relationships were obtained by fit-
ting experimental data or based on boundary-layer theory
(Abraham, 1970). Generally, in these formulations, the
cross-sectional area A in the Best number expression is
parametrized by a characteristic length (Westbrook, 2008)
or an effective area (Böhm, 1989, 2016; Heymsfield and
Westbrook, 2010).

Figure 6a shows the deviation of the calculated velocity
using the Be − Re relationship proposed by Mitchell (1996)
(broken line in Figure 2a). As was reported by Westbrook
(2008), this formulation overestimates the terminal veloc-
ity of ice crystals for all orientations. In particular, for ice
crystals falling with vertical orientation, the overestima-
tion observed in Figure 6a reaches ∼ 500% for ice crystals
with ar ∼ 3.

Heymsfield and Westbrook (2010) proposed a modified
Best number (Be∗), defined as

Be∗ =
𝜌air8mg

𝜂2𝜋
√

Ar
, (6)

where Ar is the area ratio of the particle, defined as the
ratio of the particle's projected area A to the area of a cir-
cumscribing circle. Based on this approach, and on the
results reported by Mitchell (1996), Heymsfield and West-
brook (2010) proposed a procedure to compute the termi-
nal velocity. Figure 6b shows the deviation of the computed
terminal velocity using the method proposed by Heyms-
field and Westbrook (2010) as a function of ar. Using this
new approach, the deviation is less than 10% for ice crys-
tals with horizontal and 45◦ orientations. However, for
ice crystals falling with vertical orientation, the deviation
shows a strong dependence on the aspect ratio, with Q
value of 20% for ar ∼ 1 and 80% for ar ∼ 3.

Westbrook (2008) suggests that, for nonspherical ice
particles, a formulation should exist for the terminal
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F I G U R E 6 Deviation, Q, of the computed terminal velocity as a function of the aspect ratio ar for (a) Mitchell (1996), (b) Heymsfield
and Westbrook (2010), (c) Westbrook (2008), and (d) Böhm (1992) proposals. Black squares, open circles, and open triangles represent ice
crystals with vertical, horizontal, and 45◦ orientations, respectively

velocity similar to the Stokes solution for a sphere in a
viscous flow, but using an effective hydrodynamic value
for the ice-crystal radius. Based on the results reported
by Hubbard and Douglas (1993), Westbrook (2008) pro-
posed a quantity related to the capacitance of the ice
crystals as their hydrodynamic radius. Figure 6c shows
the deviation of the computed velocity, for the West-
brook (2008) proposal, using DW as the hydrodynamic
radius of the columnar ice crystals. With this approach,
the deviation is less than 20%, as reported by West-
brook (2008). As can be observed, for ice crystals falling
with horizontal orientation, the computed velocity over-
estimates the ice-crystal velocity, while for ice crystals
falling with vertical orientation the computed velocity
underestimates the ice-crystal velocity. However, in both
cases, the deviation increases with aspect ratio.

As was found in previous analysis, these results sug-
gest that the aspect ratio of ice crystals should be taken
into account to compute the ice-crystal terminal veloc-
ity. Böhm (1992) proposed an improved expression for
the general formula presented in Böhm (1989). In this

formulation, the aspect ratio is included to obtain better
accuracy in the calculations. Figure 6d shows the deviation
of the computed velocity obtained with the Böhm (1992)
proposal. In this case, ice crystals with vertical orientation
show lower deviation than ice crystals falling with hori-
zontal and 45◦ orientations. Nevertheless, all orientations
show a deviation that depends on the aspect ratio.

All these results suggest that the dispersion in the
computed terminal velocity reported in previous studies
could be attributed not only to the dispersion reported in
the experimental data or the lack of information on the
governing variables. The different falling orientations and
aspect ratios of the falling ice crystals cause an inherent
dispersion in the data, which cannot be represented by
a single characteristic length or otherwise overcome by
means of the different formulations reported in the liter-
ature. The dispersion observed in the data is intrinsically
related to the dimensionless variables (Re, Be, and CD) used
to parametrize the terminal velocity. Given that the drag
force is associated with the interaction of the velocity field
in the fluid with the moving particle, the drag force will be
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F I G U R E 7 Be versus Re for ice crystals using (a) DW and (b)
DB as characteristic lengths. The squares, circles, up triangles, down
triangles, and stars correspond to ice crystals with the same size but
with ar of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3, respectively. Symbols connected by a
solid line represent ice crystals with the same ar but different mass.
Black and open symbols represent ice crystals falling with vertical
and horizontal orientations, respectively

different for falling ice crystals with different aspect ratios
and different orientations.

4.3 Sensitivity of the Be − Re
relationship

As was shown by Giovacchini (2017), the terminal velocity
of ice crystals is governed primarily by the ice-crystal mass
(Heymsfield, 1972; Heymsfield and Westbrook, 2010).
Therefore, the uncertainty in this variable could lead to a
large dispersion in the Be − Re data. However, the different
falling orientations of ice crystals also cause a large disper-
sion in the Be − Re data, which is comparable with the dis-
persion generated by the uncertainty in ice-crystal mass.

Figure 7 shows Be as a function of Re for ice crystals
with different mass and falling orientations using (a) DW

and (b) DB as characteristic length. Data with the same
symbol (squares, circles, up and down triangles, and stars)
correspond to ice crystals with the same size but differ-
ent ar and different ice bulk density. Symbols connected
by a solid line represent ice crystals with the same size
but different mass. Black and open symbols represent ice
crystals falling with vertical and horizontal orientations,
respectively.

As can be observed in Figure 7, for the same falling
orientation, the values of Be and Re are duplicated when
the ice-crystal mass is duplicated (symbols connected by
a solid line), as expected. On the other hand, for ice crys-
tals with the same mass but different orientations, the
values of Be and Re increase around 20 − 30% when DB
is used as characteristic length, and up to around 400%
when DW is used as characteristic length. Therefore, these
results suggest that the dispersions observed in Be − Re
data computed from experimental data are due not only
to the uncertainty in the ice-crystal mass but also to a lack
of knowledge of the ice-crystal falling orientation.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The sedimentation process of columnar ice crystals was
evaluated using data provided by the lattice Boltzmann
method. An analysis of the sedimentation process of
columnar ice crystals with different bulk densities and for
different falling orientations was performed. The maxi-
mum dimension of the columnar ice crystals used in the
analysis was less than 100 μm, with aspect ratios between
1 and 3. Three different orientations of the maximum
dimension with respect to the vertical direction were taken
into account for the analysis.

The velocities of the ice crystals obtained correspond
to a viscous flow regime (Re < 1) and the results show an
overestimation of the terminal velocity of the ice crystals,
as was previously reported by Westbrook (2008).

Different characteristic lengths of columnar ice crys-
tals were evaluated in the analysis and the results suggest
that it is not possible to define a unique characteristic
length for the different orientations of the columnar ice
crystals. Given that the geometry, kinetic, and dynamic
similarities between falling particles with different orien-
tations are not fulfilled, the sedimentation process cannot
be parametrized by a unique Be − Re relationship.

The use of a single Be − Re relationship to compute
the velocity of different columnar ice crystals could lead
to large discrepancies between the computed and real
velocities, which can cause an overestimation of the sed-
imentation process, particularly for columnar ice crystals
falling with vertical orientation. The formulation proposed
by Westbrook (2008) to compute the terminal velocity of
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columnar ice crystals in the viscous regime presents the
lowest deviation in the computed velocities for the three
different orientations studied. The deviation is less than
20% for aspect ratios less than 3, but it has a dependence
on the falling orientation of the ice crystals and a clear
tendency to increase when the aspect ratio increases.

The characteristics (size, aspect ratio, density, and
falling orientation) of the columnar ice crystals used in
the simulation are representative of naturally occurring ice
crystals observed in cirrus cloud. Although the majority of
natural ice crystals present an irregular shape, the colum-
nar ice crystal is one of the fundamental habits for smaller
ice particles, and the results found should be taken into
account in climate models. Given the sensitivity of these
models to the ice process schemes occurring in cloud, there
is a need for better accuracy in the ice process represen-
tation to obtain more realistic simulations. The inherent
dispersion observed in the calculated terminal velocity by
using a unique Best–Reynolds relationship could lead to
mistaken cloud features. However, sensitivity tests should
be performed in order to understand how the observed
discrepancy affects the model results.
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APPENDIX: LBM RESULTS

In this Appendix we present the LBM results shown in
section 4. The results for horizontal and vertical orienta-
tion were reported in appendix B of Giovacchini (2017).
The new and subsidiary results used in the present study
are shown in Table A1. The tests labeled as Tests 8–13
correspond to the subsidiary results shown in Figure 5.
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Test 𝝆ice [kg m−3] ar L [𝛍m] vt [cm s−1] Orientation

1 650 1.00 50 5.46 45◦

2 650 1.50 50 3.121 45◦

3 650 2.00 50 2.161 45◦

4 650 2.50 50 1.551 45◦

5 650 3.00 50 1.188 45◦

6 650 1.75 50 2.611 45◦

7 650 1.25 50 4.047 45◦

8 600 2.0 50 2.148 Vertical

9 480 2.5 62.5 1.958 Vertical

10 400 3.5 75 1.819 Vertical

11 640 1.5 25 0.838 Vertical

12 480 2.0 100
3

0.762 Vertical

13 384 2.5 125
3

0.689 Vertical

T A B L E A1 New and subsidiary LBM
results for columnar ice crystals


